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CEDRO ROSA



CedroRosa 

Name Cedro Rosa Serrado
Mass Density Apparent at 15%

Humidity 530 kg/m³

Basic 440 kg/m³

Shrinkage Radial: 4.0% / Tangential 6.2% / Volumetric 11.6%

Color Heartwood and sapwood differentiated by color, pink-beige 
heartwood

Surface Glossy

Texture Medium to thick

Workability: cedro-rosa wood is easy to plan, serrate, sand, sanding, brading, 
gluing and turning. It has a good finish, in some cases resin exudation may occur. 
Drying: air-drying is fast with little occurrence of defects. Drying in oven is easy, 
with no warpage or cracking occurring.



Photos taken directly from supplier’s 
facilities with their authorisation



J A T O B Á



Jatobá

Scientific name Jatobá
Mass Density Apparent at 15%

Humidity 960 kg/m³

Basic 800 kg/m³

Shrinkage Radial: 3.1% / Tangential 7.2% / Volumetric 10.7%

Color Heartwood ranging from yellowish brown to reddish brown, 
yellowish-white sapwood

Surface Slightly Glossy

Texture Medium

Workability: Jatoba wood is moderately easy to work, it can be planed, glued, 
screwed and braded without problems. It shows resistance to turning and to slice. 
The finish is good. It accepts paint, varnish and burnish.



Photos taken directly from supplier’s 
facilities with their authorisation



A N G E L I N



Angelin

Name Angelin 
Mass Density Apparent at 12%

Humidity 710 kg/m³

Basic 590 kg/m³

Shrinkage Radial: 4.1% / Tangential 6.3% / Volumetric 10.1%

Color Light brown or dark reddish brown, with brown spots 
darker due to resin oil, pale brown sapwood

Density Medium

Appearance Fibrous

Workability: The wood of angelim-pedra is easy to work with. Finishing from 
regular to good in planer, turn and drill. It is moderately easy to saw and flatten; it 
is easy to nail, to screw and allow satisfactory finishing.
Drying: Drying is very fast in oven, showing little tendency to twist and bow. 
Outdoor drying is somewhat difficult.
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IPÊ  CERRADO



Ipe Cerrado

Name Ipê-Do-Cerrado
Mass Density Apparent at 15%

Humidity 1010 kg/m³

Basic 840 kg/m³

Shrinkage Radial: 4.0% / Tangential 5.9% / Volumetric 10.9%

Color Heartwood brown or brown-kernel with yellowish or 
greenish reflections

Surface Non Glossy

Texture Fine
Natural durability: Ipe wood, in laboratory tests, has been shown to be highly 
resistant to attack by xylophagous organisms (fungi and termites).
Workability: wood ipe is easy planing, sawing, sanding, drilling, nailing, collar and 
turning. Presents good finish in some cases there may be oozing resin.
Drying: Air-drying is medium to fast and has small cracking and warping 
problems. Artificial drying using oven can aggravate the incidence of defects.



PAU DE BALSA



Pau de 
Balsa

Name Pau de Balsa
Specific weight 0.13 to 0.20 g/cm³

Sapwood color Off-white beige

Heartwood Dark beige

Grain Regular

Texture Fine

Pores Visible to the unarmed eye, small to medium, few, solitary 
or clustered, empty

Vascular lines Clearly visible, high
The wood is soft and easy to work with. Due to its characteristics, it is ideal for the 
construction of rafts, rafts, lifeguards, buoys and toys. The balsa stick can also be 
used in the construction of models, light boxes, handicrafts and can replace cork. 
It is also suitable for the manufacture of paper and cellulose; since its fibers are 
long and produce a high quality type of cellulose.
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NEED MORE WOOD?
SPECIFIC QUANTITY?
CUSTOM SHIPMENT?

CONTACT US

Or check our catalogs at 
https://nbnsmi.com/commodities-trading/

mailto:joao@nbnsmi.com
mailto:joao@nbnsmi.com
https://nbnsmi.com/commodities-trading/?utm_source=catalogue&utm_medium=wood&utm_campaign=contact-us


CONFIDENCE.
TO OUR CUSTOMERS 

IN QUALITY AND DELIVERY



55 Bohdana Khmelnytskoho St
01054, Kiev

Ukraine
+38 0939 146 955

Avenida Arriaga 42B, Edificio 
Arriaga, office 2.2, 9000-064 
Funchal – Madeira, Portugal

+351 967 610 872

Al-Farabi avenue, 77
Block B1, Almaty

Kazakhstan
+7 775 288 8820

Rua Des. Urbano Salles, 123, 
Centro, Florianópolis, 

SC-88.015-430
Brazil
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NBN    M&I
João Araújo - CEO
jpfa1961
+351 967 610 872

joao@nbnsmi.com
nbnsmi.com

https://tcs.management/
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